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ABSTRACT  

 

The failure of recent efforts to resolve an important dispute regarding the determination of 

brain death instead revealed a decisive breakdown in the public consensus on death and organ 

donation. This breakdown has profound implications for the entire field of organ 

transplantation, from organ donors and recipients to everyone playing a role in this important 

endeavor. Catholic health care institutions and professionals should act to help resolve the 

critical issues and questions at stake. 

 

Key Recent Events 

 

 Events in the last several months have revealed a decisive breakdown in a shared 

understanding of brain death (death by neurological criteria) which has been critical in shaping 

the ethical practice of organ transplantation. At stake now is whether clinicians, potential organ 

donors, and society can agree on what it means to be dead before vital organs are procured. 

 

  First, on September 22, 2023, an effort to revise the 1981 Uniform Determination of 

Death Act (UDDA) by the Uniform Law Commission was paused indefinitely after an impasse 

was reached in July.1 The UDDA provides a widely accepted legal framework enabling states to 

have consistent laws on how to determine death, particularly brain death. While many revisions 

were considered, several proved to be quite controversial. The most controversial proposal, 

which will be the focus of this statement, was advanced after public acknowledgment that the 

most influential clinical guidelines for diagnosing brain death were not consistent with the text 

of the UDDA itself.2 The UDDA defines brain death as the “irreversible cessation of all functions 

 
1See Uniform Law Commission, “Welcome, Background, Committee Charge, Committee Overview, Scheduling and 
Reference Materials,” September 23, 2021; “Final Report and Recommendation (June 16, 2021)”; and Kate 
Robinson, “UCL 2023 Annual Meeting Highlights,” Uniform Law Commission (August 2, 2023). See also Robert D. 
Truog, MD, and David C. Magnus, “The Unsuccessful Effort to Revise the Uniform Determination of Death Act,” 
Journal of the American Medical Association 330.24 (2023): 2335–2336, doi: 10.1001/jama.2023.24475.  
2 Adam Omelianchuck et al., “Revise the Uniform Determination of Death Act to Align the Law with Practice 
through Neurorespiratory Criteria,” Neurology 98.13 (March 29, 2022): 533, doi: 
10.1212/WNL.0000000000200024; and A. Lewis, R. Bonnie, and T. Pope, “It’s Time to Revise the Uniform 

https://higherlogicdownload.s3.amazonaws.com/UNIFORMLAWS/fca5380e-0acd-813b-68a1-85a0b696b91f_file.pdf?AWSAccessKeyId=ASIAVRDO7IEREIJ4XQ34&Expires=1710429177&x-amz-security-token=IQoJb3JpZ2luX2VjEG4aCXVzLWVhc3QtMSJIMEYCIQCwRBCl0jWgF7F7Xbq5NxuoOfFEAZqDydHFGZh%2FCZXtzQIhAPmQgTP7oQ1R9dxr%2B4cDXPHOk7zyeyuVx81w7k83Kp7ZKrAFCHcQABoMMzgwMzM3MzQwNzA2Igz60O038EYIRtjRtDgqjQViTpKloFt3ntSmtLO3A5D2MhzMhiyTejFlqO1vOVGJ1%2BFbYTSWFjumbkkiSuQ3KVl6R7wuayT1HpVZnaTsqUVDWRhRaeoAK2OTcK%2BTjgYfezYV%2Bx8mwEfqpIw0Q3q0EhYfFiAMP8MnccM3BFJtJwhDMIPgRxgr1%2FBK2jJQjRcyzZxxN3vtuB0ohqn5yI9EdYi%2BgyJBtcw7gB6N06DC6tTDUx%2Fx48QRkz8sfx9f17qBySU%2FL7%2FET1N8VV6K1XZlu0a5g%2Bdq709Yug4qyh%2FDamEaWLxitWWQluWCq3PIRjtXAjaNG1qS%2F6mjHl6PrbeDO16ahQ%2FQp3dOpJ2I0hSaqA4AVUg7vp7zvr2MVyTf%2F7TDrECLJG%2B%2BeaWY1c6YEzW%2FsmKH5uU1EstkJja9uJ8UJoVAOHPj9iaMQ4iPeXfSc5Q9wRT5i%2BJAhb4q11MXMCQ4uyBs6SzhceQa4YSVGamszo9OkwN29lFeqWZj16JSn6t%2B87rIM6oSNZGwykeUeiRCQ%2BVRj3DIiA0YXVwRz0Qr1tSxnlLGTS2KQ5%2Fe8t3hcn8vkH6GBeAKH5omCcWb9GysB%2Bv4HsxUtIOxGQS1RiOYD01Q0ha%2B%2FC6LEurqFLd4Z86s00uO91MWUNlWx%2FnPuWBao%2B2QpdoYJSZUt5G%2FXUr%2F99GobnFJWQP7C0ex2WwUcXMgZSXDdNvqrurdaS5uB%2B4h4nTX3U6vGNQZYvSqPoa7bDzMGeUaFjurSwGFwhUiIPO%2FLXetWmZgC0Dill5B9OKb3i%2BU5sh1NUDc9JwKC4v%2BOkj0VmG2650CfYNpIyptNLNKru48zeWphyn30tPee48ruGRlmSFZPbtaZVka2ZS2Qp2d7g0o%2BrmMbNR08KP6sjDn%2BcuvBjqwAeIzBcq8BAwRpZqjuv0Qxk6ymu5kQIGIawtQoRPvxvFyml5wd3Oqy%2BYC2pax1XPn3q4I1npJONxiWp1MH4Wzb3PxjSHxAkRf2ol%2BSmqWfBq5TvZKiZCKePL1nLquHxd4x3SACGrVdxfVCrtx8KAXKOHW6%2BsJ2jga6brwcWl4zSOi3PhICksItznoRrhVKY2p7wEvId9Rtrn%2BjvPNdIpa1huuMifetjqhjy0eV%2BqUXm5f&Signature=ihZsZmyft0OJREt0Xn9AiYxqR9M%3D
https://higherlogicdownload.s3.amazonaws.com/UNIFORMLAWS/fca5380e-0acd-813b-68a1-85a0b696b91f_file.pdf?AWSAccessKeyId=ASIAVRDO7IEREIJ4XQ34&Expires=1710429177&x-amz-security-token=IQoJb3JpZ2luX2VjEG4aCXVzLWVhc3QtMSJIMEYCIQCwRBCl0jWgF7F7Xbq5NxuoOfFEAZqDydHFGZh%2FCZXtzQIhAPmQgTP7oQ1R9dxr%2B4cDXPHOk7zyeyuVx81w7k83Kp7ZKrAFCHcQABoMMzgwMzM3MzQwNzA2Igz60O038EYIRtjRtDgqjQViTpKloFt3ntSmtLO3A5D2MhzMhiyTejFlqO1vOVGJ1%2BFbYTSWFjumbkkiSuQ3KVl6R7wuayT1HpVZnaTsqUVDWRhRaeoAK2OTcK%2BTjgYfezYV%2Bx8mwEfqpIw0Q3q0EhYfFiAMP8MnccM3BFJtJwhDMIPgRxgr1%2FBK2jJQjRcyzZxxN3vtuB0ohqn5yI9EdYi%2BgyJBtcw7gB6N06DC6tTDUx%2Fx48QRkz8sfx9f17qBySU%2FL7%2FET1N8VV6K1XZlu0a5g%2Bdq709Yug4qyh%2FDamEaWLxitWWQluWCq3PIRjtXAjaNG1qS%2F6mjHl6PrbeDO16ahQ%2FQp3dOpJ2I0hSaqA4AVUg7vp7zvr2MVyTf%2F7TDrECLJG%2B%2BeaWY1c6YEzW%2FsmKH5uU1EstkJja9uJ8UJoVAOHPj9iaMQ4iPeXfSc5Q9wRT5i%2BJAhb4q11MXMCQ4uyBs6SzhceQa4YSVGamszo9OkwN29lFeqWZj16JSn6t%2B87rIM6oSNZGwykeUeiRCQ%2BVRj3DIiA0YXVwRz0Qr1tSxnlLGTS2KQ5%2Fe8t3hcn8vkH6GBeAKH5omCcWb9GysB%2Bv4HsxUtIOxGQS1RiOYD01Q0ha%2B%2FC6LEurqFLd4Z86s00uO91MWUNlWx%2FnPuWBao%2B2QpdoYJSZUt5G%2FXUr%2F99GobnFJWQP7C0ex2WwUcXMgZSXDdNvqrurdaS5uB%2B4h4nTX3U6vGNQZYvSqPoa7bDzMGeUaFjurSwGFwhUiIPO%2FLXetWmZgC0Dill5B9OKb3i%2BU5sh1NUDc9JwKC4v%2BOkj0VmG2650CfYNpIyptNLNKru48zeWphyn30tPee48ruGRlmSFZPbtaZVka2ZS2Qp2d7g0o%2BrmMbNR08KP6sjDn%2BcuvBjqwAeIzBcq8BAwRpZqjuv0Qxk6ymu5kQIGIawtQoRPvxvFyml5wd3Oqy%2BYC2pax1XPn3q4I1npJONxiWp1MH4Wzb3PxjSHxAkRf2ol%2BSmqWfBq5TvZKiZCKePL1nLquHxd4x3SACGrVdxfVCrtx8KAXKOHW6%2BsJ2jga6brwcWl4zSOi3PhICksItznoRrhVKY2p7wEvId9Rtrn%2BjvPNdIpa1huuMifetjqhjy0eV%2BqUXm5f&Signature=ihZsZmyft0OJREt0Xn9AiYxqR9M%3D
https://higherlogicdownload.s3.amazonaws.com/UNIFORMLAWS/04b158fb-82e9-6ded-f799-9485aedd7e17_file.pdf?AWSAccessKeyId=ASIAVRDO7IEREIJ4XQ34&Expires=1710429339&x-amz-security-token=IQoJb3JpZ2luX2VjEG4aCXVzLWVhc3QtMSJIMEYCIQCwRBCl0jWgF7F7Xbq5NxuoOfFEAZqDydHFGZh%2FCZXtzQIhAPmQgTP7oQ1R9dxr%2B4cDXPHOk7zyeyuVx81w7k83Kp7ZKrAFCHcQABoMMzgwMzM3MzQwNzA2Igz60O038EYIRtjRtDgqjQViTpKloFt3ntSmtLO3A5D2MhzMhiyTejFlqO1vOVGJ1%2BFbYTSWFjumbkkiSuQ3KVl6R7wuayT1HpVZnaTsqUVDWRhRaeoAK2OTcK%2BTjgYfezYV%2Bx8mwEfqpIw0Q3q0EhYfFiAMP8MnccM3BFJtJwhDMIPgRxgr1%2FBK2jJQjRcyzZxxN3vtuB0ohqn5yI9EdYi%2BgyJBtcw7gB6N06DC6tTDUx%2Fx48QRkz8sfx9f17qBySU%2FL7%2FET1N8VV6K1XZlu0a5g%2Bdq709Yug4qyh%2FDamEaWLxitWWQluWCq3PIRjtXAjaNG1qS%2F6mjHl6PrbeDO16ahQ%2FQp3dOpJ2I0hSaqA4AVUg7vp7zvr2MVyTf%2F7TDrECLJG%2B%2BeaWY1c6YEzW%2FsmKH5uU1EstkJja9uJ8UJoVAOHPj9iaMQ4iPeXfSc5Q9wRT5i%2BJAhb4q11MXMCQ4uyBs6SzhceQa4YSVGamszo9OkwN29lFeqWZj16JSn6t%2B87rIM6oSNZGwykeUeiRCQ%2BVRj3DIiA0YXVwRz0Qr1tSxnlLGTS2KQ5%2Fe8t3hcn8vkH6GBeAKH5omCcWb9GysB%2Bv4HsxUtIOxGQS1RiOYD01Q0ha%2B%2FC6LEurqFLd4Z86s00uO91MWUNlWx%2FnPuWBao%2B2QpdoYJSZUt5G%2FXUr%2F99GobnFJWQP7C0ex2WwUcXMgZSXDdNvqrurdaS5uB%2B4h4nTX3U6vGNQZYvSqPoa7bDzMGeUaFjurSwGFwhUiIPO%2FLXetWmZgC0Dill5B9OKb3i%2BU5sh1NUDc9JwKC4v%2BOkj0VmG2650CfYNpIyptNLNKru48zeWphyn30tPee48ruGRlmSFZPbtaZVka2ZS2Qp2d7g0o%2BrmMbNR08KP6sjDn%2BcuvBjqwAeIzBcq8BAwRpZqjuv0Qxk6ymu5kQIGIawtQoRPvxvFyml5wd3Oqy%2BYC2pax1XPn3q4I1npJONxiWp1MH4Wzb3PxjSHxAkRf2ol%2BSmqWfBq5TvZKiZCKePL1nLquHxd4x3SACGrVdxfVCrtx8KAXKOHW6%2BsJ2jga6brwcWl4zSOi3PhICksItznoRrhVKY2p7wEvId9Rtrn%2BjvPNdIpa1huuMifetjqhjy0eV%2BqUXm5f&Signature=9j3c2v4WELFwVce4ma8q2gH5eUY%3D
https://www.uniformlaws.org/discussion/ulc-2023-annual-meeting-highlights#bm7cb00487-c6c2-471d-b495-4e589aea8468
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/article-abstract/2812876
https://www.neurology.org/doi/10.1212/WNL.0000000000200024
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of the entire brain, including the brain stem (emphasis added).”3 Yet, despite evidence that 

some parts of the brain—primarily the hypothalamus, a part of the neuroendocrine system—

continue to function in roughly half of patients who might otherwise qualify as brain dead,4 

clinical guidelines did not require testing for neuroendocrine function (NEF) before diagnosing 

brain death.5 To resolve this significant inconsistency, some organizations and clinicians 

proposed to change the UDDA’s standard of whole brain death (“all functions of the entire 

brain”) to partial brain death,6 to bring the revised  UDDA into alignment with current clinical 

guidelines. However, agreement on this and other controversial proposals could not be reached 

and so the effort to revise the UDDA was paused indefinitely. 

 

 Second, on October 11, 2023, the American Academy of Neurology (AAN), together with  

the American Academy of Pediatrics, the Child Neurology Society, and the Society of Critical 

Care Medicine (the “AAN et al.”), published updated guidelines for diagnosing brain death 

(2023 AAN Guidelines).7 Of note, the AAN et al. were aware of the inconsistency noted above 

and had supported changing the UDDA’s brain death standard to make it align with their own 

guidelines. But after the effort to revise the UDDA was paused, the AAN et al. did not 

reconsider their stance on testing for neuroendocrine function. Rather, less than three weeks 

later, the AAN et al. issued new guidelines stating more explicitly than ever that clinicians may 

declare patients brain dead despite evidence of neuroendocrine function.8 

 

Clinical, Ethical, and Public Policy Issues 

 

 The issue of neuroendocrine function is significant and the action of AAN et al. is 

profoundly troubling. First, it is important to appreciate the nature and function of the 

hypothalamus. The hypothalamus can be understood as a kind of “smart” coordinating center 

in the brain which is involved in regulating temperature, salt-water balance, sex drive, and 

 
Determination of Death Act,” Annals of Internal Medicine 172.2 (January 2020): 143–145, doi: 10.7326/M19-

2731.  
3 National Conference of Commissioners on Unform State Laws, Uniform Determination of Death Act (August 1, 
1980), §1. 
4 M. Nair-Collins and A.R. Joffe, “Hypothalamic function in patients diagnosed as brain dead and its practical 
consequences,” Handbook of Clinical Neurology 182 (2021): 433–446. 
5 M. Nair-Collins, “Must hypothalamic neurosecretory function cease for brain death determination? Yes,” UDDA 
Revision Series, Neurology 101.3 (July 18, 2023): 134–136, doi: 10.1212/WNL.0000000000207340. 
6 See Draft for Uniform Determination of Death Act (20__), June 28, 2023, at 2.  
7 David M. Greer et al., “Pediatric and Adult Brain Death/Death by Neurologic Criteria Consensus Guideline: Report 
of the AAN Guidelines Subcommittee, AAP, CNS, and SCCM,” Neurology 101 (2023): 1–21, doi: 
10.1212/WNL.0000000000207740. 
8 Greer et al., “Pediatric and Adult Brain Death,” Neurology: 17. “Clinicians may initiate a BD/DNC evaluation and 
determine a patient BD/DNC despite evidence of neuroendocrine function (Level B).” This is a more explicit 
statement than in past AAN guidelines.  

file:///C:/Users/johnfbrehany/Desktop/Documents/CMA/Brain%20Death/NCBC%20Statement%20BD%2012-2023/10.7326/M19-2731
file:///C:/Users/johnfbrehany/Desktop/Documents/CMA/Brain%20Death/NCBC%20Statement%20BD%2012-2023/10.7326/M19-2731
file:///C:/Users/johnfbrehany/Desktop/Documents/CMA/Brain%20Death/NCBC%20Statement%20BD%2012-2023/10.1212/WNL.0000000000207340
https://aopo.org/wp-content/uploads/Determination-of-Death-Act-20___Redline-Comparison_0623.pdf
https://www.neurology.org/doi/10.1212/WNL.0000000000207740
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sleep.9 Recent studies show that it may play a role in phenomenal awareness and pain 

detection.10 Hypothalamic functioning shows that not all functions of the entire brain have 

ceased, as stipulated by the UDDA.  Consequently, patients with confirmed hypothalamic 

function should not be diagnosed as brain dead, nor treated as dead, for the purpose of organ 

procurement.11  

 

 There have been questions and tensions surrounding the concept and determination of 

brain death for decades.12 In the context of academic articles, some have blatantly admitted 

that individuals pronounced dead by neurological criteria are not really dead.13 Others have 

pointed out multiple ambiguities inherent in  brain death standards and then called for new 

standards that would permit taking vital organs from patients who are profoundly brain injured 

but not brain dead.14 However, the recent actions of the AAN et al.— important institutions 

whose guidelines are highly influential—represent a formal breach in a longstanding consensus 

in law and public policy.  

 

 The AAN et al. acknowledged a clear conflict between the law and public policy, on the 

one hand, and their clinical guidelines and practice on the other, when they supported revision 

of the UDDA. And yet, rather than resolve this conflict in open dialogue with other experts and 

interested parties, the AAN et al. adopted as new guidelines some of the very proposals they 

could not convince the Uniform Law Commission to approve. These issues should be of 

profound concern to Catholics, in particular to Catholic health care institutions and 

professionals.  

 

 The Catholic Church has long encouraged organ transplantation if it respects three 

ethical principles: (1) the organ donor must be truly dead before vital organs may be taken; the 

act of organ procurement must not kill the donor; (2) there must be free and informed consent; 

 
9 H. Blumenfeld, “Pituitary and Hypothalamus,” in Neuroanatomy through Clinical Cases (Sunderland: Sinauer 
Associates, 2002), 736–759. 
10 A. May, A. Bahra, C. Büchel, R.S.J. Frackowiak, and P.J. Goadsby, “Hypothalamic activation in cluster headache 
attacks,” Lancet 352.9124 (1998): 275–278, doi: 10.1016/S0140-6736(98)02470-2; and James Giordano and Joan 
Engebretson, “Neural and cognitive basis of spiritual experience: biopsychosocial and ethical implications for 
clinical medicine,” EXPLORE 2.3 (May 2006): 216–225, doi: 10.1016/j.explore.2006.02.002. 
11 D.P. Sulmasy, C.A. DeCock, “Rethinking brain death—why ‘dead enough’ is not good enough,” UDDA Revision 
Series, Neurology 101 (2023): 320–325, doi: 10.1212/WNL.0000000000207407. 
12 For example, in 2008, the President’s Council on Bioethics reviewed challenges to theories and protocols 
regarding brain death and recommended a major change in how brain death should be understood. President’s 
Council on Bioethics, Controversies in the Determination of Death (Washington, D.C. 2008).  
13 Robert M. Sade, MD, “Brain Death, Cardiac Death, and the Dead Donor Rule,” JSC Medical Association 107.4 
(August 2011): 146–149.  
14 Robert D. Truog, MD, and Franklin G. Miller, “The Dead Donor Rule and Organ Transplantation,” New England 
Journal of Medicine 359.7 (August 14, 2008): 674–675.  

file:///C:/Users/johnfbrehany/Desktop/Documents/CMA/Brain%20Death/NCBC%20Statement%20BD%2012-2023/10.1016/S0140-6736(98)02470-2
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1550830706000395
https://www.neurology.org/doi/10.1212/WNL.0000000000207407
https://bioethicsarchive.georgetown.edu/pcbe/reports/death/
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and (3) the act of donation must be a true gift, not a commercial transaction. For example, in 

his encyclical, Evangelium vitae, Pope St. John Paul II described organ donation as “a 

particularly praiseworthy example” of “everyday heroism” that offers “a chance of health and 

even of life itself to the sick who sometimes have no other hope.” However, he stated that this 

life-affirming act must be “performed in an ethically acceptable manner.”15 Moreover, popes 

have addressed the concept of brain death.  In 2000, Pope St. John Paul II taught that “complete 

and irreversible cessation of all brain activity, if rigorously applied, does not seem to conflict 

with the essential elements of a sound anthropology.” (emphasis in original).16 In 2008, Pope 

Benedict XVI stipulated that, “. . . there cannot be the slightest suspicion of arbitration 

[arbitrariness] and where certainty [of death] has not been attained the principle of precaution 

must prevail . . . the principal criteria of respect for the life of the donator must always prevail 

so that the extraction of organs be performed only in the case of his/her true death.”17 

 

 Singer and Camosy have called for a public debate on the issues at hand.18 Catholics 

should participate in this debate. But beyond debating, Catholics have a responsibility to bring 

the full resources of our faith to bear on analyzing and resolving the critical issues at hand. 

 

Action Steps to Address Critical Issues 

 

 Bringing the full resources of our faith to bear demands addressing at least three key 

tasks. First, Catholics must restate and explain better a clear, philosophically coherent concept 

of death that is compatible with Catholic teachings and rigorous, consistent clinical testing. A 

whole brain death standard has appeared to be compatible with Catholic teachings. A partial 

brain death standard can never be acceptable to Catholics. Accepting a partial brain death 

standard would mean that living patients could be killed (by the removal of their vital organs) to 

save the lives of others. This would be a gross violation of the sanctity of human life and of the 

profession of medicine. A partial brain death standard for organ procurement also would be 

much more likely to be expanded to include other vulnerable patients who are profoundly brain 

injured but not brain dead. Fortunately, many others in medicine and society reject a partial 

brain death standard and its implications. For example, the American College of Physicians, the 

largest medical specialty organization and the second-largest physician membership society in 

the United States, opposed changing the UDDA’s standard of brain death.19 And a broad 

 
15 Evangelium vitae, n. 86. 
16 Pope John Paul II, Address to the 18th International Congress on Transplants (August 29, 2000) in The National 
Catholic Bioethics Quarterly, 1.1 (Spring 2001), 89-–92. 
17 Pope Benedict XVI, Address to Participants at an International Congress Organized by the Pontifical Academy for 
Life, November 7, 2008. 
18 Peter Singer and Charles Camosy, “When Do We Die?,” Project Syndicate (November 1, 2023).  
19 Jan K. Carney, MD, Letter to the Uniform Law Commission (June 7, 2023).  

https://www.vatican.va/content/benedict-xvi/en/speeches/2008/november/documents/hf_ben-xvi_spe_20081107_acdlife.html
https://www.vatican.va/content/benedict-xvi/en/speeches/2008/november/documents/hf_ben-xvi_spe_20081107_acdlife.html
https://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/consensus-about-brain-death-no-longer-exists-by-peter-singer-and-charles-camosy-2023-11
https://www.acponline.org/sites/default/files/documents/clinical_information/ethics-professionalism/acp_letter_to_ulc_cmte_on_udda_06-07-23.pdf
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societal consensus to ensure that organ donors are truly dead has prevailed for many years in 

the form of the “Dead Donor Rule.”20 Catholics should work with all people of good will to 

uphold the sanctity of life of each person and to oppose the validation of any partial brain 

death standard. 

 

 Second, Catholics must reaffirm and strengthen ethical standards and protocols for the 

determination of death. With regard to ethical standards, we must help to articulate and 

properly integrate the many goods and demands inherent in post-mortem organ donation. 

Sometimes the goods at stake, such as increasing the supply of organs, improving success rates, 

and maintaining public trust, can appear to be in competition. To resolve any conflicts, it is 

essential to first protect the most important goods and then to promote all others in proper 

balance. The ultimate good that must be respected is the sanctity of each human life. Both 

Church teachings and the Dead Donor Rule appropriately stipulate that patients must be dead 

before, and may not be killed in the course of, harvesting vital organs. Neither the benefits to 

society of contemporary organ transplantation, nor the clinical, technological, and 

organizational demands of transplantation programs, may supersede the respect due to every 

human individual’s life. As Gaudium et Spes teaches, “The order of things must be subordinate 

to the order of persons, and not the other way around.”21 Closely related to respecting the 

sanctity of human life is the need to obtain and respect informed consent.22  

 

 Historically, protocols for determining brain death have required testing for a specific 

set of functions: “(a) the capacity for consciousness, (b), the ability to breathe spontaneously, 

and (c) brainstem reflexes.”23 Although the absence of these functions can be an  indicator of 

death in many circumstances, they are not always sufficient to establish, with moral certitude, 

that death has occurred, particularly when stable neuroendocrine function appears to be 

present. Just as a partial brain death standard cannot be acceptable—ethically or legally, so too 

 
20 J. Robertson, “The Dead Donor Rule,” Hastings Center Report 29.6 (1999): 6–14. See also A.L. Dalle Ave, D.P. 
Sulmasy, and J.L. Bernat, “The ethical obligation of the dead donor rule,” Medicine, Health Care and Philosophy 23 
(2020): 43–50, doi: 10.1007/s11019-019-09904-8. 
21 Gaudium et Spes, 26, n. 3 https://www.vatican.va/archive/hist_councils/ii_vatican_council/documents/vat-
ii_const_19651207_gaudium-et-spes_en.html.  
22 There have been ongoing disputes about whether or not informed consent is required to initiate testing for brain 
death, in particular apnea testing. The UDDA does not address this issue. The AAN and others proposed changing 
the UDDA to state that informed consent is not required to initiate tests for brain death.  Even though the revision 
process failed, the 2023 AAN Guidelines now strongly assert the desired standard that clinicians do not need to 
obtain consent before an evaluation for BD/DNC unless stipulated by state law or organization policy. This issue 
must be resolved as well. 
23 A Quality Standards Subcommittee of the American Academy of Neurology, “Practice parameters for 
determining brain death in adults,” Summary Statement, Neurology 45.5 (May 1995): 1012–1014, doi: 
10.1212/wnl.45.5.1012; and “Evidence-based guideline update: Determining brain death in adults; Report of the 
Quality Standards Subcommittee of the American Academy of Neurology,” Neurology 74 (2010): 1911–1918. 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/31087205/
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any testing regimen that arbitrarily ignores certain brain functions is also unacceptable. What 

constitutes sufficient testing, and how to appropriately implement this testing in patient-

specific cases, remains to be determined.  

  

 Third, it is important to educate clinical and administrative leaders about the significant 

breakdown in a shared understanding of brain death revealed by the recent events described at 

the beginning of this statement and the impact this breakdown could have—on the lives of 

patients, on the ethical integrity of Catholic health care institutions and professionals, as well as 

on the common good. It will be important to educate a broad set of people, including organ 

donors (current and potential) families, clergy, and the public, about the authentic ethical 

principles that should govern organ transplantation and which stances and practices fall short 

of these. 

 

 Completing the tasks outlined above will require timely action, focused attention, and 

the collaboration of individuals and institutions with the requisite expertise. Beyond ensuring 

that the deaths of potential candidates for organ donation are determined with rigor and 

consistency, it will be important to examine how strengthened ethical standards and testing 

protocols will intersect with governmental regulations, clinical standards, and the significant 

financial reimbursements related to organ transplantation. This will not be easy. Yet, we cannot 

ignore or shrink from these tasks.  

 

 The events of the last several months have revealed a significant breakdown in a shared 

understanding of brain death, especially in relation to organ transplantation. It is critical that 

this breakdown does not pass without remark and appropriate response. The NCBC pledges to 

work with its members, partners, and all others of good will to resolve the issues at hand.  

 


